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Abstract: Students are supposed to get their no dues cleared from each department at the end of the degree 

or at any point of time they want to leave the college which is very tedious and pain staking job. Each 

Student has to go to every particular department to get their no dues form signed from respective 

authorities of the department so that if there are any dues then it must be cleared. Therefore, we are 

focusing on developing an online no dues certification which will generate computerized no dues form 

showing the dues status. The main objective of this system, is to reduce the consumption of time usually 

taken during maintaining the records of the dues management. Separate divisions are developed to 

maintain the records of authority, students, and dues details. In other words, the proposed system has the 

following objectives Simple database is maintained. Easy operations for the operator of the system. User 

interfaces are user friendly and attractive; it takes less time for the operator to get use-to with the system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Automatic text summarization technology is also able to summarize multiple documents and then presents the summary 

of all multiple documents into online format. In the online no due certification faculty can send acceptance notification 

to the particular student online. For that purpose, particular faculty have to check the status of any pending task of that 

student in their respective department before giving the approval. To use this application student,have to register first. 

Then he has to provide the updated information in the same application.  Then after confirming the student faculty will 

proceed for approval through this application. It saves the time of faculty as well as students as compared to traditional 

mechanism. 

 

II.LITERATURE REVIEW 

Most surveys covered the former methods and research on ATS Domain. However, recent trends, applicability, effects, 

limitations, and challenges of ATS techniques were not present. Methods such as hybrid statistical and ML approaches. 

The researchers did not include cognitive aspects or evaluations of the impact of ATS. Different processes such as topic 

representation, frequency-driven, graph-based, and machine learning methods for ATS, this research only includes the 

frequently used strategies. The research did not include abstractive or hybrid techniques. Various aspects of ATS such 

as structure, strategies, datasets, evaluation metrics, etc.  

To analyze a hybrid approach including two text summarization methods. These studies missed many contemporary 

techniques for review. The research thus represents a comprehensive and comparative study of extractive methods in 

ATS of the last decade. Several multilingual approaches have also been discussed. And have provided taxonomy of text 

summarization methods and a variety of techniques. Recent, more efficient methods such as machine learning were 

missed. Research on how to handle multiple documents and massive web data for text summarization. Lastly, the paper 

contains a comparative table with recent studies without details. A survey of research papers based on automated 

keyword extraction methods and techniques. It covers ideas about multiple databases that are summarization. 

 

III.CONCLUSION 

An application helps the student to request the certificate and obtain approval from faculty. Thereare no rules that it 

should be built using only the language of programming. It saves time and efforts of student and faculty.In the online no 

due certification faculty can send acceptance notification to the particular student online. For that purpose, particular 

faculty have to check the status of any pending task of that student in their respective department before giving the 
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approval. To use this application student,

same application.  Then after confirming the student faculty will proceed for approval through this application. It saves 

the time of faculty as well as students as c
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ion student, have to register first. Then he has to provide the updated information in the 

same application.  Then after confirming the student faculty will proceed for approval through this application. It saves 

the time of faculty as well as students as compared to traditional mechanism. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
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